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City of Allentown

Sick Policy Summary


Occasion: Any period of consecutive days off, any portion of consecutive days off, any 
single day off or portion of single day, except for doctor’s appointments (however, 
doctors’ appointments policies differ from department to department. Also, FMLA does 
not count as an occasion per PPM page 28).
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Input into EDEN


*When entering FMLA into EDEN, time keepers 
must check the box indicating that the employee is 

on FMLA and they must also make a note of it.
 

 

Time keeper makes 
note of sick leave 
using time sheets, 

slips or by some other 
method
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time data into a 

master file 
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the use of sick time
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City of Allentown

Sick Process Flow



Payroll runs a sick 
report and sends it 

to HR.

EDEN Activity 
Report is run by 

timekeeper
Fire

Sick time used is 
compiled into 

Excel file to track 
occasions.

Timekeeper checks 
Excel files with the 
activity report to 
ensure that they 

match

HR takes sick data and 
enters it into the 

Action's tab in EDEN and 
run a Crystal report.

HR reviews the Crystal 
report and strikes out 
sick occasions that are 

FMLA.

HR lets employees know if 
they are coming up on their 

limit of occassions via a formal 
letter to the employee's 

manager.

The manager meets 
with employee to 

inform them of their 
sick occassions.

Manager signs letter 
and sends it back to 

HR.

Input into EDEN


*When entering FMLA into EDEN, time keepers 
must check the box indicating that the employee is 

on FMLA and they must also make a note of it.

 

City of Allentown
Sick Process Flow 
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Employee is out sick for a 
period of time and must fill 
out a medical certification

Medical Certifications are 
sent to HR and reviewed 

for authenticity

HR sends notification to 
employee's manager to let 

manager know that 
medical certification was 

received.

Medical Certification 
Notification Process

City of Allentown

FMLA-Sick 
Process

HR sends letter and 
forms to employee that 
may qualify for FMLA.

Employee wants to 
apply for FMLA and 
gets forms online or 

from HR

Employee sends forms to 
HR and within 7 business 
days HR must review the 

forms and provide a 
decision on FMLA.

Approved

Employee gets the 
FMLA and must return 
to work with a medical 

release.

Employee does not 
receive FMLA and their 
time off will count as a 

sick occasion.

Yes

No
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